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zaBiaazrerre Music № 13: Music Contests.. 

Music contests work differently for everyone. For some musicians they open the doors to show 

business, but for some close them forever labeling the musicians like unsuitable for the music 

world. 

In our new issue we have collected different musicians’ opinions and they’re all absolutely 

different and sometimes even surprisingly negative. Our team considers that such contests don’t 

show the talent of musicians to the full. 

And what do you think? 

Musicians’ opinions 

Bizarre Music: What do you think about contests for young musicians, like Eurovision or American 

Idol? 

(Live) Kiro (ex-Cinema Bizarre) Germany: I like these shows. I think it’s a good opportunity for the 

youngsters to show their talents to the world. It’s a wonderful first step to successful career. But I think 

that some artists who have gone through rounds have got bad reputation. That’s why many consider these 

contests bad, but my opinion is different. 

But sometimes even having gone through all the rounds and even having won the contest it can be quite 

difficult to start a career. But it means a lot to some bands. 

(Live) Marik (Marakesh) Ukraine: 

I don’t like music contests. Music is not sport. Maybe it’s worth taking part in them at the beginning. You 

just have to do something, get some connections. In any sphere of show business – alternative or not. In 

fact I’ve never enjoyed music contests and we have not won a lot actually. We’ve had nominations for the 

Russian awards: for RAMP 3 years running from 2007 till 2009, for Fuzz in 2008, but haven’t won a 

single time. It would have been nice. But we prefer to count on ourselves, but not jury’s decision. 

Because they often, especially in our countries, are unfair. 

Bizarre Music: What about Eurovision? Would you like to perform there? 

(Live) Marik (Marakesh) Ukraine: No, I wouldn’t because this contest is ridiculous (нелепый) 

everywhere apart from Russia and Ukraine. Except us not a single country treats it seriously. I don’t see 

any prospects for myself there.  

Tomk Karagodina (DOGMA) Russia:   

I think that some definitely need music contests, but one can become popular without such things if he 

makes good quality music.  

Such contests are all about money, but not talent. I’ve never taken part in anything like that.  

Sergey Dvoretskii (The СкаZки) Russia:  

I’ve got the opinion that such a notion (понятие, изобретение) like 

a music contest is absurd in its nature. That’s the thing. And the 

matter is not in the unfairness of one’s winning over the others or 

undeserved defeats of the others. Any contest implies competition 

and as a result this or that kind of struggle. It can be appropriate in 

some business matters, but not in music. Music has appeared in this 

world to spread love and peace. And the struggle between creators 

distracts them from the creative process itself. Music is freedom 

which is beyond all the limits and, especially the regulations of contests like Star Factory. It would be 

better in my opinion to put this money in the organization of festivals or independent radio stations, 

because we’ve got many musicians who’ve already won over everybody without taking part in any 



contests. Bu these people who have means, yet don’t have the courage to give up (бросать, 

отказываться) the passion for winnings and defeats and concentrate on the creation of art in its original 

sense.  

 Kyo (D’Erlanger) Japan:  

We don't find them very attractive. They may have the merit (достоинство, преимущество) of giving a 

band widespread recognition very quickly. However, there is someone evaluating
1
 the music, and the 

viewpoint (точка зрения) and likes/dislikes of those who are evaluating will be reflected. I don't like the 

idea of relying on
2
 the evaluation of others! We have not taken part in any music contests.  

 This time Bizarre Music team were lucky to talk to St. Petersburg band Khaki and ask their 

opinion about music contests. 

Bizarre Music: What do you think about music contests? 

Khaki: We like them. 

Vova: It would be fun to perform at Eurovision. 

Max: I don’t think it’s our cup of tea
3
. 

Val: Some contests spoil (портят) bands’ reputation. I think it’s not for us.  

Bizarre Music: Have you ever taken part in any contests? 

 Khaki: No, we haven’t.  

Bizarre Music: Is there any secret of success for young musicians at the contests? 

Max: Secret of success? It’s unity (единение), desire to move further and become better. Work hard 

and give 100 per cent of you to music.   

Bizarre Music: Could you name some artists who became famous with the help of music contests? 

Val: All those star factories. Almost everyone became popular.   

Bizarre Music: Would you take the responsibility of performing at some contest to represent 

Russia? 

Max: That depends
4
.  

Bizarre Music: For example, Eurovision. 

Vova: Yes! I would! 

Max: Would you? *laughs* Well of course if it’s a singing contest. 

Val: Playback?
5
  

Bizarre Music: Why not. 

Max: Playback suits us (устраивает нас)!   

Bizarre Music: What can you wish to all the young musicians who are going to take part in 

contests? Is it worth taking part 
6
or not? 

Vova: Of course, it’s worth it. It’s always an experience.   

  

 

 

                                                           
1
 to evaluate - оценивать 

2
 to rely on – полагаться на 

3
it’s not my cup of tea – мне это не нравится 

4
 That depends – все зависит от обстоятельств; поживем-увидим (to depend on/upon - зависеть от) 

5
 playback - выступление под фонограмму 

6
 It’s worth taking part in contests. – В конкурсах стоит принимать участие. 


